Maria Koltowska-Häggström

Page 57: Table 6 the mean QoL-AGHDA score in the Swedish women instead of 5.24.3 should be 5.2.

Page 63: Table 9 column 1 – instead of *extra cellular tumour* should be *extrasellar tumour*.

Page 72: second paragraph instead of reference 24 should be reference 29.

Page 92: Reference 39 instead of: *J Clin Endocrinol Metab* it should be *Clin Endocrinol*.

Appendix B second page – in paper by Deijen 1998 column 7 instead of *psychologicalo* should be *psychological*.

Appendix B second page – in paper by Deijen 1998 column 8 instead of *anxietu* should be *anxiety*. 